5th Grade Summer Reading Response

*Wonder* by R.J. Palacio

Student Name: __________________________________

Complete the project below for *Wonder* by R.J. Palacio. **Bring your response with your novel to the first day of school,** so we can discuss at the beginning of the school year!

**Recall Mr. Browne’s monthly “precepts” in *Wonder***. Think of your own precept to use for the 5th grade year. Create a colorful, illustrated visual or “mini-poster” to share your precept. Be prepared to share your precept with your class in the beginning days of school!

Sketch your visual and write your precept below. **Then, on a separate type of paper of your choosing (no larger than 9” x12”), create the final version of your illustrated precept.**

My precept: __________________________________________________________________

Plan for my visual/mini-poster: Sketch here to plan out before creating the actual mini-poster. You can hold the paper vertically or horizontally.